WHERE
BUTTE CENTRAL HIGH SCHOOL

SCHEDULE
THURSDAY THE 19TH
[7PM]
ROY PETITFILS
OPENING KEYNOTE

FRIDAY THE 20TH
[8AM]
MASS TOGETHER
AT ST. PATRICK’S CHURCH

[9AM]
BREAKFAST

[10AM]
BREAKOUT SESSIONS
LED BY FELLOW TEACHERS

[12PM]
LUNCH

[1PM]
DR. TIM UHL
CONNECTING WITH OTHER EDUCATORS

[2PM]
GRADE-LEVEL/
SUBJECT AREA MEETINGS
All activities will be eligible
for OPI renewal units.

Roy Petitfils, the
licensed counselor,
TED speaker, and
long-time friend of
Montana Catholic
Schools, will deliver a
keynote entitled "The
Anxiety Epidemic and
Today's Youth."